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The following haiku originally appeared or will be
appearing in the following journals: ‘foreclosure’,
‘shadowing’, and ‘dying wind’ in FreeXpresSion; ‘too cold
to kiss’, and ‘the weariness’ in Notes from the Gean; ‘gazing
away from me’ in Shamrock Haiku Journal and ‘last day of
autumn’ in Haiku Presence. The tanka ‘40 years ago’ in
The Year of the Snake Challenge; ‘present she freezes’, and
‘death sentence’ in Red Lights. The haibun ‘Paul’ (as
‘Hugh’) in FreeXpresSion
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For Sharon Sheeley
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Book I

Empty Ocean
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wings open to the moon
a lace-wing moth

. . . expectations

good productive day
walking in Birch Wood

forgetting my password
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foreclosure
sky among leaves among

sky

winter churchyard
the touch

of any name
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red leaf
spinning

a mourner’s frayed coat

skyward
meadowlarks’ songs—

lightness of the child’s urn
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siren getting louder
Grandpa sits up straight—

You can hear the corn grow

new neighbors
cursing

the dad puts up a swing
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shadowing
each other’s shadows

banyans

beep-beep-beep—
the garbage truck backs up

. . . I skip the obits
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cold wind in the alley
clink 

of coins in a tin cup

streaming
moonlight—

cormorants
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sunrise
afraid to look—

her last journal entry

winter dusk
Chevy pick-up for a hearse
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Be sure to save the wrappings
—Grandma’s last Xmas

Don’t bother getting up
—moonlight fills my glass 
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TTHHEE CCAAMMPPSS::  FFIIVVEE LLIINNKKEEDD HHAAIIKKUU

Treblinka moonrise 
starry

crown of barbed wire

stately row of elms
—no, chimneys—

Work will make you free
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Auschwitz—
bottled for homeland sale—

Oil of Pure Jew

Bergen-Belsen—
above Barracks A-3   

a feral moon
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Birkenau—
a child’s charcoal sketch—

Why are there no butterflies here?

*   *   *   * 

too cold to kiss
. . . snowflake

on her eyelash
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pale gold light—
cut red roses—

Your call is important to us

Grandpa’s estate settled
zooming past us—

kid on a trike 
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a.m.: 
Cremation or burial?
p.m.:
Paper or plastic, sir?

leaves fill the window
almost

a face
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pale gray sun—
what

disappears

day of our last fight
. . . the plumber’s yellow smile

Anything can be fixed
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full moon
sky full of stars

—famishing

window moon moving on
clicks

of the cue ball
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dying wind
by the roadside cross

a candy bar

green dragonflies in love—
the top drawer

I never open
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Another drone strike
drone

of honeybees

waiting 
for the lighthouse flash

empty ocean
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Book II

Green Tangerines
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sweeping nothingness
from the driveway— 

falling leaves

fireflies in love
—morning shadows

take me for a walk
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II

spring solstice— 
i
c
i
c
l—

IIII

spring solstice
i
c
i
c—

IIIIII

spring solstice
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always right side up—
clouds reflected  

in the blossom-pond

tick-tocks of rain
drown it out—

my biological clock
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lone seagull in the wind
neither lost

nor found

test results in—
by the roadside

a rusted-out Chevy
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red fragility
a dragonfly’s wing—

windstorms on Mars

too cold
for the dog to pee—

beauty of a snowdrift
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two pieces of mail
—divorce papers

—OR CURRENT OCCUPANT

anxious to get going
still-frozen river—

I sit still and gaze 
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in the mirror
another mirror

insomniac moon

Solitaire till bedtime
—beginning

the What if game
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shooting star
too late 

to regret a wish

7th-grade photo—
just discovering girls—

Omega male
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the weariness
of its beauty— 

Fuji  

the pain
of feeling no pain—

leaf-storm
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abandoned by a bee—
the patience

of impatiens

loneliness
of the scarecrow’s frown

harvest moonset
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October wind
scampering—kids,    

dead leaves 

solar flare                a feeling of not belonging
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After Bashō

secret world of trees—
counting us as we pass 

plums and willows

lifetime of reflection—
the thinker’s last words

—Well, we were here
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a green tangerine
she once picked

for me

tragic wings of moonlight yes moonlight
whispers outside my window no willow
leaves  
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Sendai—
paper doors

—eternity

gazing away from me
toward nothingness—

this wobbly foal
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river 
floating
our
voices
over
the
falls

crinkling 
of empties

—waterfall at our feet
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30,000' thunderheads
the little sound

of rain in the dark

this moment—
this—

wild roses
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blind-judging my poems—
moon

behind a cloud

singing the loneliness
you don’t feel,

lucky blue thrush!   
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winter dusk
a bit too much reality—

twist of lemon

the dark woods lost in me
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just divorced—
fifth bourbon ditch—

Well, it takes two to tangle

old outhouse door—
gazing at the crescent moon

the crescent moon
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explaining his jokes
the old pub regular

sepia moon

scare quotes
the Commander-in-Chief—

Sacrifice. . . Sacrifice
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cold 
kiss

—her amethyst earring

a heart once
gazing away from me

darkness of irises
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this tiniest newborn           breathing  the universe

crow’s caw-caw-caw 
no email again

again
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shaping
loneliness—

a twilight bell

river-walk
why

do we whisper—
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windless morning—
leaves stilled— 

Grandfather’s Parkinson’s
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Book III

River Mist
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Saratoga churchyard
Grandma’s plot

You’ll never die, dear

last sunrise
the slow turning

of roses
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muttering
Great-grandpa and the fridge

winter ivy 

the boy’s death-day
leaves

play catch with stars
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1.

Death toll expected to rise
Donne’s bell

—echo and abyss

2.

Death toll expected to rise
moonward

a fragrance of jasmine
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chestnuts in bloom—
placing flowers on strangers’ graves

a stranger

the moon blinks—
fast-moving clouds—

regretting tapping send
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around the bend
river voices—

You can’t drown twice in it either

rain—
filling up emptiness,

emptiness  
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roots
above ground

two dead tamaracks 

last day of autumn
forgetting

what rosemary represents
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bonsai—
trying not to think     

of the battle-cry

no more wine-filled canals—
Mars

red with embarrassment
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violet star
all the lives in mine

cupping rain in my palm
all

I remember of—
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50th reunion—
the girl out of my league—

But I was lonely too

taste of honeysuckle         dry wishing well
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slime on a garden stone
days

waiting for the snail mail

shining up
the rusty bicycle pump

summer rain
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soft gleams—
starlight

on broken glass

rainbows in river mist
falls

where the rafters died 
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l9Envoi

I
Tanka
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cheerful faded pink: 
from a rusty nail
beckoning me
this tattered piece of  cloth 
—mysteries—

today’s companionable
Mystery:
blue blur—
bluebird or
sky tossed by branches— 
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sea off Cape May
rising and falling
this pain
leaving no room
for emptiness

40 years ago—
on a red ladder
picking cherries
that migrant woman
—my eyes rise up to her
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starlight
I wish I may
I wish I might
I wish I might
cease wishing

her kitchen
blooming with light
behind our silences
the dark lives
of cupboards
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death-sentence—
doc’s eyes on the wall;
still on its way
light
from a newborn star

present, she freezes
this chilly morning
sunshine on frost:
1,000 diamonds
I would give her
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abundant moonlight 
for two; 
turning away
from our separate shadows
a one-legged seagull

lowering sky
disappearing day moon
. . . planting saplings
kids put up a string fence
to keep the world away
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Everything evens out—
Yes, yes, Grandpa—
alone in a crowd
the crowd
alone in me

the touch
behind my eyelids 
of loving
the icy moon
hands
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l9Envoi

II
Haibun
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PPAAUULL

Trailers for sale or rent. . .Rooms to let, fifty cents. . .
I’m a man of means by no means. . .King of the road—

Never naysay a man with no destiny—a man
whose destiny, I should say, is to have none.

My wife and I call Paul The Last Hippie. I’ve
known him since 1966, when he was a 19-year-old
crashing in a San Francisco boarding house, smoking
dope, subsisting on pinto beans and white port with
lemon juice. 

For the next forty-plus years he bounced from job
to job, hitchhiking and riding the rails around the
West; once he was nearly killed in Roberts, Idaho by
two rednecks driving a pickup who wanted to run
down “a goddamn longhair.”

Looking back, my wife and I are certain he suffers
from ADHD, which would explain why he couldn’t
hack college, even though he possesses top-shelf
intelligence.

To this day he’s roundly dismissed by old high
school chums as a major loser; and so he is in the eyes
of most others. He’s also the gentlest person I’ve ever
known.

One evening he said to me, “I’m just a dog-soldier.
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I don’t have any rank in the world.” 

So: a heart’s syllogism for this overcast Thursday:

1. Paul was sent here to tell me that.
2. I was sent here to record it.
3. We are of equal destinies.

tai chi moves—
unable

to keep still
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HHOORRAACCEE

Once upon a drought, a rancher near Burns,
Oregon, was contacted by a Portland TV station for
an interview. They figured he knew as much as anyone
about the long-term weather phenomenon
devastating the Great American Desert, which
stretches from Arizona to Montana.

It was a six-hour drive. On arriving with a camera
crew, the reporter cut to the chase.

“So, Mr. Jorgenson,” he said, “what’s your
explanation for this terrible drought?”

“No rain.”

fallow field
up on blocks

a gray pick-up

. . . The grasshoppers appeared around eleven in the
morning. By four o’clock they’d finished up in the fields
and were devouring clothes on the clothesline. In the end
they spared nothing, not even the wild oats.

That night, when the grasshoppers had moved on,
Horace and his wife sat on the porch and watched the
moonrise. A harvest moon, naturally.
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prickly pear
pale day moon
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